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VISIBILITY GUIDE
You want to know what separates those who succeed (and make money) in their business from 
those who are stuck spinning their wheels month after month? It’s ACTION & CONFIDENCE. 
Those who succeed start getting visible, making connections, and promoting their business 
(because they truly believe in it and the value it brings to others)!

First of all, I want you to begin to think of yourself and your services as something that your 
ideal client actually NEEDS! You have the ability to help them change their life for good, but if 
you’re not sharing it with them, then they will never have the option to work with you and 
realize the life changes they could be experiencing! They may remain stuck where they are, 
without the support they need (from someone like you), month after month. 

So it’s time to get out there and start changing lives! 

The number one way to get out there and start making impact is to get visible. It just requires 
some simple action steps! No more worrying about perfecting your words, mulling over your 
sales funnel, or waiting until you create your own perfect Facebook group... Just START! 

In what ways can you begin getting more visible? 

What Facebook groups will you start engaging and posting in on a regular basis? (I typically 
post weekly in about 15 groups but focus most of my time on only 5-10 groups daily). How 
will you show up in these groups?

What things can you be doing to get visible in these groups? This is a mixture of posting helpful 
content in a group (giving 100% value with no promo... this attracts people who resonate with 
you to your business!), commenting on other peoples posts (being real + giving advice to those 
needing help), and creating promo posts where it is allowed. Remember, if you’re not sharing 
your business, you’re not going to be able to sell your services. 

Here are some examples of things you can post that share your business but are not 
considered promo posts... 

Facebook
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It can take take 5-7 “touches” before someone will trust you enough to buy from you! You 
HAVE to be building that trust factor! The higher priced your program and packages, the more 
touches and trust it requires to close the deal. There are exceptions to this, but the idea is to 
be getting in front of your ideal client as much as possible.

I don’t want you to overexert yourself though, because a burnt out LadyBoss is not who I want 
you to be! So choose ways to get visible that excite you... and only tackle one new thing at a 
time. Get that running smoothly, then tackle another! 

With that being said, make sure that you are still trying things and getting out of your comfort 
zone. Facebook Life is a HUGE tool that you can be utilizing right now, so don’t let fear hold 
you back. You never know, you may LOVE it after some practice! 

So how can you be creating “touches” with your ideal client? These are things like sending 
them emails (sales funnels), engaging with them in Facebook groups, creating your own group 
to interact with them on a more personal level, being active on Instagram, Pinterest, Twitter, 
etc., getting on the phone with them (this is typically the place that you want to close the sale, 
so it’s great to do this after other interactions have taken place). 

List some ways you can be interacting with your ideal client below. 

“Doubt Kills More Dreams, Than failure ever will.
- Karim Seddik
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If you are not utilizing Facebook Groups to get visible... you’re missing out BIG TIME! I have 
created a Facebook Group scheduler that helps me get visible in a HUGE way! Click the button 
below to download my Excel sheet scheduler. 

How to use the scheduler...

- Join 10-20 Facebook groups and identify the ones that you resonate with the most. What 
groups have content that you are passionate about? Are people posting things that you enjoy 
reading? (I never, ever use a competitors group to try to get visible and find ideal clients. Try to 
find groups that support your industry... instead of competing with it). I also try to find a 
mixture of groups that allow direct promos and groups that don’t. Make sure to check out the 
rules of each group too! 

- Create 5 posts throughout the week. Usually inspiration for my posts come to me while I’m 
doing my daily chores or I’m out running around with my family. When this happens, I just grab 
my phone and voice-to-text a note to myself so I’ll remember later. When I have some free time 
(usually while I’m putting my kiddo down for a nap or lounging around), I craft these 5 ideas 
into well thought out posts for the upcoming week. 

- Follow the shceduler and post away! 

So what type of content should these 5 posts contain?
 
This could look a little different for everyone, but you want to make sure to have a mixture of 
value giving advice, examples and testamonials of your work, and direct promos or ladder 
posts. Here’s what I do...

- 3 value giving posts - This is something that my ideal client may not know that would help 
them out in life or business. 
- 1 direct promo / ladder post - This is a post where I am trying to build excitement about 
something that I offer. This could be about my Facebook group, a live training I’m doing that 
week, my freebie, etc. 
- 1 work example post - This is where I share a past success story, share about a clients success, 
or a testamonial. 

FACEBOOK GROUPS

<< Download FB Scheduler >>

Utilizing

https://www.dropbox.com/s/72lx3gki1xmxzne/FacebookVisibilityScheduler-TEMPLATE.xlsx?dl=0


What’s a ladder post?
A ladder post is basically just a post to try to build excitement about a resource that you have 
to offer. You are not offering a direct link or anything... just info and you ask them to comment 
if they want to know more. Here are some ladder post examples...

5

FACEBOOK GROUPS

So then what?

Just go back and follow up with everyone who commented and give them the info to your 
freebie, webinar, group, etc. Super simple. 

So how do these techniquest bring me warm leads?

Posting every day in 10-15 groups gets me visible in places that my ideal client resides. People 
see my posts and get curious about what it is that I do and how I help people. I have had people 
from groups find my Facebook page and check it out, go to my website, book calls, sign up for 
my emails, and even message me directly... just from these posts! 

When someone friend requests me, I always message them and start a conversation to get to 
know them. This typically leads to booking a call or adding someone new to my group! If 
someone is consistently interacting and commenting on my posts, then I will message them and 
introduce myself. Sometimes getting to know them can also lead to a call or having them join my 
group!

You know what this means?? I no longer have to chase people!!! 

I no longer have to send cold messages or emails because I have people finding me who are 
already intetested in what I do. It’s a WIN-WIN... and I feel great (and not sleezy or spammy) 
about how I’m marketing myself on Facebook!

Want to know more about how I utilize Facebook to gain warm leads???

<< Watch my FB visibility video tutorial >>

Utilizing
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I am a brand strategist and designer and founder of Revitalize Branding where I help 
service-based, female entrepreneurs ditch the wheel-spinning, overwhelm of running their own 
business, and claim that laptop, work-from-anywhere  lifestyle they have been dreaming of. 

And you know what? I am so passionate about seeing ladies create thriving businesses that 
allow them to make major impact and life-altering income, that will change their legacy forever. 

I personally took my business from a “hobby-status side gig” to a thriving business and now I 
get to help ladies transform their lives and business by helping them do the same!

The truth is that continuing to do the same things in your business will only get you the same 
results... falling short of your monthly goals, missing out on precious time with your family, and 
worrying about how you will keep everything going without loosing your sanity. I get it!

Not long ago I was in your shoes. I was trying to do it all myself. I thought if I just tried hard 
enough, pushed harder, that I could figure it all out. But the truth was that until I asked for 
help... until I hired the support I needed to help me make sense of it all... I just found myself in 
the same spot month after month. 

You see, we were created for community. We were made to do this together. So if you’re ready 
to claim your dream business and transform your life... then let’s chat! I would love to hop on a 
free strategy call with you and help you begin your transformation journey today! 

Your dream life and business is waiting for you. It is possible. You can get there and sooner than 
you think!

Always cheering you on! 

Sandra

Hey Girl!
I’M SANDRA. 
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